
YOUTH CAMP & EXCHANGE PROGRAM JAPAN 

EAST MALAYSIA (308A2) and JAPAN AGREEMENT 
 

THIS YCE AGREEMENT("Agreement"), dated this 4th of November, 2019 by 
East Malaysian, 308A2 and  MD337, JAPAN      
 
<East Malaysian Youth to Japan>    

a) PERIOD     
from end of Nov. to before 27 Dec.    

b) NUMBER    Ten (10) Youth.   
The future number change is decided by agreement with East 
Malaysia and MD337.  

c）AGE   
16-21(from the arrival till the departure),  15 if acceptable.   

ｄ）MOTIVATION We can accept only youth who are much motivated.  
Youth learning Japanese language and culuture.   

e）ALLERGIES TO FOOD/ANIMALS  
It is very difficult to find host families for the youth who have 
serious allergy to foods, dogs and cats. They must explain their 
allergy level, symptoms and way of treatment in the application 
form   

f）ORIENTATON 
Youth must participate in an orientation held by a sponsor club, 
district or MD. They must understand well what it YCE program in 
advance. 

ｇ）APPLICATION FORM  
Annex: Passport copy, applicant and family photos in jpg, a letter to 
host family, medical information, insurance certification   

h）HOST FAMILY   
We prefer the youth who are learning Japanese to that they can 
adapt themselves to the new circumstance easily considering not all 
the Japanese host families can speak English well  

i) HOST MD  
Youth stay two weeks in MD337 and move to MD335 or MD336 for 
another two weeks.     
Transport fee and hotel fee ( if necessary) inside Japan are paid by 
East Malaysia through international remittance. East Malaysia 



burden International remmitance fee and Japan burden a hundling 
charge.  
 
<JAPANESE YOUTH to EAST MALAYSIA>     

a）NUMBER  Ten (10) Youth.  
The future number change is decided by agreement with East 
Malaysia and MD337.    

ｂ）AGE  

16-21(from the arrival till the departure), 15 if acceptable.   C ）
APPLICATION FORM  
Annex: Passport copy, applicant and family photos in jpg, a letter to 
host family, medical information, insurance certification   

 d）PERIOD From around 20th July for three weeks.  ｈ）
HOST FAMILY      
Three different home stay areas for one youth.   
Three host families or Four host families if there is a need.   
 
This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between 308A2 
and MD337. No waiver, consent,modification, or change of terms of 
this Agreement shall bind either party unless in writing and signed 
by both parties. If made shall be effective only in the specific 
instance East Malyasia, 308A2 and MD337 JAPAN, by the signature 
of their authorized representatives, hereby acknowledge that they 
have read this Agreement, understand it, and agree to be bound by 
its terms and conditions.        
 
On behalf of YCE East Malyasia,  On behalf of YCE committee  
308A2                         MD337, JAPAN   
  
Dr.Gan Kean Siong   Hiroshi Norita  
District Governor 308A2  Council Chirperson MD337  
2019-2020     2019-2020     
           
Dr. Tan Tsu Kun    Kota Kume  
YCE Chairperson 2019-2020   YCE Chairperson 2019-2020 
MD308 East Malaysia   MD337 JAPAN     


